Effect of doublet impulse sequences on the transient and steady responses in the computer-simulated nerve cell.
The effects of doublet impulse sequences of the excitatory axon on the output response as firing probability (pr.) in the computer-simulated nerve cell were examined. A simple model was formulated to simulate the nerve cell, including the property that the resetting potential is influenced by the final membrane potential in the previous stage before firing. The relationship between input sequences with alternating long and short interval at the same mean rate and the transient and steady responses of the nerve cell was investigated. In this simulation, three summarized results were obtained: i) The responses were very sensitive to changing small size of excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP), especially in the firing stage of the transient state. ii) In the transient state, the size of characteristic area of responses was depending upon the size of absolute refractory period (ARP). The rise for shorter intervals was faster than that for longer intervals, agreeing well with part of the experimental results from the crayfish claw opener muscles. The transient responses were almost finished before the fifth firing. iii) In the steady state, the doublet impulse sequences usually produced the minimum response or valley-like response at which the doublet interval Td was 20 and/or 25 ms. These effects related to the characteristic areas in the transient responses.